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Gerbera Chaos, by Jocelyn Ubaldino

The end of 2020 saw us go from strength to strength. Our final regular
meeting of the year was our most popular yet, with twenty-three images put
forward for our consideration. Past-president Stephen Gilligan served as our
moderator, asking us to consider the reasons why we took each photo, and the
narratives and stories held within them. Strong and insightful discussions
ensued.
We also enjoyed a special meeting with guest speaker Cole Thompson, and
you’ll read more about it in this issue. But we can’t overstate what a resounding
success it was, filled with challenging and engaging ideas. It was also a way to
reconnect with many friends, and it is my distinct pleasure to say that former
members Kas Stone, Katherine Keats, and Avi Cohen will be rejoining us in
our new format.
And finally, your Executive held a year-end meeting, where they presciently
decided that our group will remain virtual for the rest of the 2020-2021
season. While we all miss seeing prints and meeting in person, we’re also glad
to be exploring new possibilities from being online.

Upcoming Meetings
January 6
Steve Rees
January 20
Michael Anderson
February 3
Leif Petersen

At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and diﬀerent ideas,
creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. These evenings are times of inspiration,
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. This is the measure of our success.
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The Skateboarder, by Leif Petersen

Allan Flagel
Night Light

Images Shown,
December 2

Judy Griffin
Adobe Shapes

Dass
Old Delhi Market

Lawrence Sitwell
Stuff

Rhonda Starr
Metallic Petals

Leif Petersen
The Skateboarder

Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
Art Imitating life. Life Imitating Art.

Carm Griffin
November Surprise

Matthew Robertson
Time Capsule

Marvin Cooper
Urban Caves

Craig Lauder
Desert Fashion Shoot

Nick Janushewski
Working Hands

Michael Anderson
Iceland Gully

Jocelyn Ubaldino
Gerbera Chaos

Tom Yates
Bon Appetit

Mort Shapiro
Portrait of a Corner

Mandeep Bal
Sweetmusic

Bruce Macaulay
Don’t Judge a Book by its Cover

Paul Yi
No Title

Stephen Gilligan
Bent

Doris Woudenberg
Abstract

Darcy Rector
The Nose in Bubbles

Steve Rees
Door Handles, Cadiz

I want to make a New Year’s prayer, not a resolution.
I’m praying for courage.
– Susan Sontag, 1972.
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Right: Sweetmusic,
by Mandeep Bal
Below: Door Handles, Cadiz
by Steve Rees

We woke in darkness, the sky a memory of orange light and had tea:
toasted tuna-salad sandwiches and some excellent canned peaches.
– Sylvia Plath
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Titles Continued…
by Allan Flagel
(A sequel to my “To Title or Not to Title” discussion
from Issue 9 on Jan 29, 2020)
For years I was happy to title my Kodachromes with
just a location or subject (the date was pre-stamped
on the mount at the factory). Now, being much
older and a little wiser, I try to find a title which is a
bit more evocative to get the viewer thinking, not
just looking at the image.
This week I struggled trying to find a suitable title
for my submission. It started out simply as
“Laneway”, but after ‘living’ with this image for a
couple of weeks I realized that it was conveying
considerably more to me. (It was originally shot
with my cell phone through my car’s windshield
while waiting for chocolate and strawberry
sundaes). Sure it was showing the laneway at the
local DQ take-out window, but I asked myself, what
prompted me to photograph it? Clearly it was the
bright, eye-catching, back-lit red/orange awning
piercing the darkness of the night.
Compositionally the lines of perspective appear to
lead us into the dark ‘nothingness’ (or a mysterious
grey building on magnification), while the laneway
turns left and out of sight. Metaphorically the lines
lead to a dark and uncertain future, while the slash
of light adds some comforting warmth, like a ‘night
light’ in a child’s scary, dark bedroom. So the title
“Night Light” worked on both levels; just as a light
on this dark night and as a comforting beacon
during these uncertain times.
Night Light, by Allan Flagel

Previous issues of Snapshots are available on focalforum.ca:
2018-2019 – 2019-2020 – 2020-2021

Words can help us shape perception, clarify ambiguity, spark curiosity, raise awareness, augment experience,
strengthen narrative and, best of all, point to that alluring something ‘else’ that Minor White taught us
is the heart and soul of all expressive photographs.
– Kas Stone
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Clockwise from Above:
Bent, by Stephen Gilligan
Urban Caves, by Marvin Cooper
No Title, by Paul Yi

Discovering a new phobia was like the opposite of falling in love.
– Charlie Jane Anders
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From the series Disregarded, “Don’t Judge a Book by its Cover”, by Bruce Macaulay

This image is part of my series on unusual people that I made during my 2018 road trip
across America when I deliberately chose to travel backwater routes that were seldom
travelled by the general public, and certainly not by tourists. My objective was to seek
out and document the people who called those places home. Many of the places I
visited would easily fit into the description of being “ghost towns”. I also spent time in
Los Angeles documenting the homeless.
When possible, I try to have a conversation with my subjects to find out their names
and something of their history, rather than photograph them as items of curiosity.
The person in this image is Elizabeth. She agreed to allow me to photograph her, on
the condition that I did not show her face. Like many of the homeless in the Los
Angels Hollywood area, their presence is either ignored or simply not seen. When I
first saw Elizabeth, what struck me was the directory she had on her lap. Through our
conversation, I learned that she had been an English teacher, and she was always
curious about new words she encountered.

Not the question they had asked – do you believe everything you read? – but the question they hadn’t asked:
why do you believe everything you read?
– Sarah Gailey
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Above:
Desert Fashion Shoot,
by Craig Lauder
Right:
Working Hands,
by Nick Janushewski

If ever it's necessary to ride the bandwagon, it's done with one leg swinging out and eyes scoping the fields.
– Criss Jami
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Time Capsule, by Matthew Robertson

If you ever have the chance I recommend becoming friends with another photographer.
Pick one who likes many of the same subjects that you do, but also likes other things
that you can experience with them. One who can help you grow and that you can learn
from, but also one who you can oﬀer something to as well. Someone who walks just a
bit faster than you, but who will wait while you stop and explore. Someone whose
company you enjoy over lunch and who will want to get together again soon.
I was fortunate enough to find this photo while out for a walk with such a friend. It’s
several years old, making it a true time capsule by our current standards, and combines
long exposures to create one single image.
To be able to be friends with another photographer, over the course of many years, is a
tremendous gift. None of use see the same things in the same way, so comparing
photographs taken together is to appreciate their perspective and interests in a very
pure way. If you’re really lucky, over time you’ll be able to imagine how they see the
world even when they’re not with you.

It has been a roller coaster for the past month, mostly downhill.
I guess that’s the way roller coasters work.
– Stephen Burnie
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Above:
Old Delhi Market,
by Dass
Left:
Stuﬀ,
by Lawrence Sitwell

Only to the extent that we expose ourselves over and over to annihilation
can that which is indestructible in us be found.
– Pema Chödrön
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In Appreciation – Cole Thompson
by Dass and Leif
On December 16th, we welcomed Cole Thompson, direct from his home in Laporte, Colorado,
to share his photographic journey and the development of his personal ‘Vision’ along with his
stunning black and white images and the stories behind them. While we can't claim that this is
the first time the Focal Forum has had a guest speaker in its 81year history, we can boast that
Cole was the first one to join us electronically.
Not only did Cole open our eyes and minds to refreshing ideas when pursuing our own
photography, during the Q&A period we discussed ideas that could lead to the Forum
considering new approaches to how we present our images and how we critique them, whether
electronic or live. Judging from the feedback we've received after this inspiring presentation it
was a great success. 36 people joined the virtual meeting: 26 members and 10 guests. Not only
that, we went coast-to-coast!
Everyone was very pleased to see 5 past members: Kathy Keates and Avi Cohen; Kas Stone
joined us from Nova Scotia; Ernie and Sandy Schoenhoeﬀer came in from Vancouver. In fact,
after seeing many old friends, Kas, Kathy and Avi have asked to rejoin for the remainder of this
season as we continue our virtual meetings. Of course, we're welcoming them back with open
arms!
Our guests Rhoni Speed, Nina Kirienko and Sharon Janushewski, members of the Oshawa
Camera Club, and Julie Brocca of the Richmond Hill Camera Club also enjoyed the evening.
We welcomed Canadian photography icon Richard Martin to join the meeting. Several of our
members know Richard from past workshops and photography trips. He enjoyed Cole's
presentation very much.
It was nice to see Carm and Judi Griﬃn sign in early for a chance to reunite with Cole after
connecting with him several years ago.
There are a few bonuses to holding Zoom meetings, not the least of which is no driving to a live
meeting, especially during the winter months. Cole graciously agreed to us recording the entire
meeting; we are pleased to make that available to you until January 6th: see your email for the
link. Zoom opens the door to consider inviting notable speakers from around the world. Who
knows, maybe we'll schedule another guest speaker for a special evening before this season ends.
We wish you and yours a Happy New Year – please stay safe and healthy over the holidays. We
look forward to seeing you for the first meeting of 2021 on January 6th.

A great image is found at the intersection of Vision and Passion.
– Cole Thompson

